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We present a quantitative analysis of the modifications of the scanning-tunneling-microscopy im-
ages due to the local perturbations of the electronic states induced by the tip in close proximity to
the sample surface. Using an empirical tight-binding method, we have calculated the electronic
states of a prototype tip-sample system consisting of a single-atom tip and the graphite surface, as a
function of the tip-sample distance. We find that as the tip approaches the sample, their states start
to interact and become laterally confined in the vicinity of the tip at small tip-sample separation.
These states influence the tunneling phenomenon by connecting the tip and sample surface electron-
ically. The effect of the tip-induced localized states is discussed, and the expression for the tunnel-
ing current is reformulated by incorporating the tip-induced states. Calculations using this expres-
sion show that the corrugation amplitude obtained from scanning tunneling microscopy is enhanced
and deviates from the proportionality to the local density of states of the bare sample at the Fermi
level evaluated at the center of the tip.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-space imaging capability and atomic-scale resolu-
tion are unique features that make scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy' (STM) a powerful technique in the analysis of
surfaces. In the current theory of STM, TersoA and
Hamann replaced the many-particle wave functions in
the Bardeen formalism of tunneling by the one-electron
states of infinitely separated electrodes. Using this ap-
proximation the expression of the tunneling current can
be cast into a simple form, and is found to be propor-
tional to the local density of states of the bare sample at
the Fermi level evaluated at the center of the tip,
p(ro, Et; ); in the usual STM experiments the tip-to-surface
distance, d, is large and thus this theory with the nonin-
teracting electrodes has been used with reasonable suc-
cess. " Recent experiments, ' ' however, have indi-
cated that the tip-sample interaction is an essential aspect
of STM. The STM study of the graphite surface at a very
small bias voltage' has indicated an elastic deformation
of the surface caused by the tip. In this case a tip-to-
surface distance as small as =2 A is conjectured, where-
by a local and strong interaction between the tip and sur-
face sets in, which leads to huge corrugations. Self-
consistent force and charge-density calculations by Ciraci
and Batra' have justified the strong interactions induced
by the tip. They showed that at small d =1.5 A the tun-
neling barrier recedes and a point contact through a
chemical bond between the tip and surface atoms is
formed. Recently observed STM corrugations on the
close-packed (l l 1) surface of the noble' and simple'
metals, which are much larger than the corrugation am-
plitude obtainable from p(ro, EF), provide evidence also
for the strong tip-sample interaction, whereby the com-
monly accepted proportionality to the electronic struc-
ture of the bare sample surface is no longer valid. At
present the interaction of the tip with the substrate atoms
has become the focus of attention on account of new
areas of application brought about by the recent stud-
ies' ' of STM combined with atomic force micros-
copy. '
As the tip approaches the sample surface, the tip-
sample interaction gradually increases, and the potential
barrier is lowered. The charge density undergoes a redis-
tribution, and the ions of the tip and sample are displaced
from their original positions to attain the lowest total en-
ergy. It is therefore expected that the STM images are
aA'ected by these modifications over the electronic and
atomic structure of bare sample and bare tip. This study
presents the first quantitative analysis of the mod-
ifications of the STM images induced by the local pertur-
bations of the electronic states. In the first part of the pa-
per, we have investigated the eA'ect of the tip-sample in-
teraction on the electronic states. Based on the empirical
tight-binding (ETB) calculations on a prototype graphite
surface, we demonstrate that the tip interacting with the
sample surface induces localized (or resonance) states.
That the tip-induced localized states (TILS) are formed at
the vicinity of the tip was pointed out first by ourselves,
and reported elsewhere as a preliminary result of the
present study. ' In the second part of this paper we study
how the STM images are inAuenced by the local pertur-
bations in the electronic structure. To this end we refor-
mulate the expression of the tunneling current to include
TILS. Calculations using this new expression show that
the corrugation amplitude obtained from STM deviates
from that related to p(ro, EF ).
Based on the present analysis we are able to identify
three ranges for the tip-sample distance, which lead to
three diAerent regimes in the operation of STM for the
0
graphite sample. For large d (d ~4 A) the tip-sample in-
teraction is insignificant, and may be represented by the
sum of the attractive van der Waals energy and repulsive
Pauli exclusion energy yielding a weak attractive interac-
tion. The theory, which is based on the Bardeen transfer
Hamiltonian approach and yielding that the tunneling
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current is proportional to p(ro, EI; ), can be used safely in
this range of d. This mode of operation is called the nor-
mal tunneling (or nearly independent electrodes) mode of
STM. For relatively smaller d (2Sd (3.5 A) TILS be-
come pronounced, and thus the tunneling current is
modified. The mode corresponding to d where TILS are
effective is called the TILS mode. Upon further decreas-
ing d, the potential barrier between the tip and sample is
perforated by an orifice, whereby the character of TILS
changes by the enhanced localization near the dividing
plane, and by their energies lying below the Fermi level.
The mode of operation corresponding to very small d
which is comparable with the interatomic distance (d 2
A) is the point-contact mode. In this mode the nature of
the conductance is rather different from that occurring at
normal tunneling mode, and can be described as a quan-
tum conductance through the channels of the constric-
tion states below E~. A detailed analysis of this mode
will be reported subsequently.
In Sec. II we explain the model for the tip-sample sys-
tem and the details of the ETB method as used in our
study. The results of these calculations are discussed in
Sec. III with the emphasis placed on TILS. In Sec. IV we
explain the details of the formalism of the tunneling
current, in which TILS are incorporated. The enhance-
ment of the corrugation amplitude to be obtained from
STM operating in the TILS mode is also exemplified for a
typical case in the same section. Our findings are sum-
marized in the concluding section.
II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE
TIP-SAMPLE SYSTEM
It is known that the bulk graphite has a layered struc-
ture with a weak interlayer coupling. Since the atomic
positions in the consecutive layers are shifted, two ine-
quivalent atomic sites occur in a given layer. These sites
are usually denoted as the A and B sites. The 3 site has
carbon atoms directly below and above it in the adjacent
layers, whereas the B site does not. In each layer one
type of site has three nearest neighbors of the other type
site, and thus hexagons are formed from the alternating
sites. The centers of these hexagons are denoted as the H
site. While an individual graphite layer (unsupported
monolayer) has sixfold rotation symmetry with zero
charge density at the H site and with the Fermi surface
collapsed to a single point at the K point of the Brillouin
zone (BZ), the symmetry is lowered to threefold rotation,
and the Fermi surface becomes small pockets in the
graphite slab. This symmetry lowering due to interlayer
interaction has been resolved by STM operating at large
d, as such that only three protrusions out of six atomic
sites of the surface hexagon (which are formed by the 3
and B sites) have been observed. Based on the Tersoff-
Hamann theory it was argued that' the B sites, for
which p(ro, E~) is larger than that of the A sites, are
more likely to be probed by STM. By contrast, both 3
and B sites can be resolved equivalently in STM (Ref. 21)
operating at small d. This implies that the atomic scale
interactions occurring between the tip and sample at
small d dominate the tunneling current, so that the weak
(2.1)y, (k, r)= —pe " ' P, (r —R„r), —
where P; stands for the 2s- and 2p„,-type Wannier or-
bitals of the carbon atoms with the position vector ~ in
the unit cell. R„ is the Bravais lattice vectors of the hex-
agonal monolayer lattice. In ETB no specific use of orbit-
als is made, but the energy parameters for the on-site and
nearest-neighbor matrix elements in the secular equation
[Ho(k) —IEO(k)]ao(k)=0 are fitted to the existing band
structure. To this end, we used the band energies calcu-
lated by Tatar and Rabii and determined the energy pa-
rameters, which are listed in Table I with the notation
given by Slater and Koster. The in-plane orbitals of
carbon atoms (Pz„P», and Pz ) hybridize into sp-
X Py
hybrid orbitals and form 0 and o'* bands. The p» orbit-z
als, in turn, form ~ and ~* bands. In the monolayer
geometry these two sets of states are decoupled owing to
the reAection symmetry about the layer plane. The Fer-
mi level occurs at the K corner of the graphite BZ, where
the m and sr* bands cross and EI; = —8 eV.
TABLE I. The empirical tight-binding parameters for the
graphite monolayer fitted to the band-structure calculations of
Tatar and Rabii (Ref. 22). The notation is taken from Slater
and Koster (Ref. 23). Superscript 0 (1) designates the on-site















interlayer coupling distinguishing two different sites be-
comes only a secondary eftect. Since the main features of
the electronic structure of graphite are determined by
that of a single monolayer, and since the present study
deals with a small tip-to-sample distance, the graphite
sample is represented by a graphite monolayer in our
model. We note that in this simple model the 3 and B
sites become identical and are denoted as the on-top site
(or T site) in the rest of the paper. In view of the compu-
tational limitations, calculations are performed with
periodically repeated supercells. The tip is represented
by a single carbon atom, which is periodically repeated in
a (3X3) array. Then the whole system is treated in a
(3 X 3) supercell consisting of one carbon atom represent-
ing the tip, and nine graphite monolayer cells represent-
ing the sample. In this model the repeat period of the tip
atoms is 7.25 A, which is large enough to lead to negligi-
ble intertip interaction. The artificial periodic-boundary
conditions allow us to use the Bloch sums constructed
from the orbitals of carbon atoms. The representation of
the tip by a single carbon atom is appropriate and suits
the purpose of this study because the sample interaction
is determined mainly by the outermost atom of the ex-
tended tip at small d.
The electronic band structure of the unsupported
graphite monolayer is calculated by using the ETB
method. Formally, the wave functions are constructed
from the Bloch sums:
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Having determined the energy parameters of the
graphite monolayer, we next consider the tip and sample
system in the (3 X 3) supercell. The tip being represented
by a single carbon atom, its orbitals P„~($2„$2~ ) in-
X,+,2
teract mainly with the a and m* states of the monolayer.
The interaction energy is given in terms of the matrix ele-
ment & Q„~HT+s ~ P, & of the tip-sample Hamiltonian
HT+s with respect to the tip (P„„),and the sample (P, )
orbitals. Depending upon the position of the tip atom
above the monolayer, these interaction energies may de-
viate from the nearest-neighbor matrix elements of the
bare graphite monolayer given in Table I. Then the in-
teraction energies are determined by scaling the nearest-
neighbor matrix elements of the bare graphite with
Slater-type orbital functions:
=
& P,,; I Ho I &„&e px[
—
p;J (r,, —ao) ], (2.2)
where r; and ao are the internuclear distances in the
right-hand and left-hand side integrals, respectively. The
exponents of the Slater-type orbitals are obtained from
the wave functions given by Clementi and Raimondi.
p2q pq
= . , p2p 2p = . , p2q pp= (p2, z, +p2~ z~ )/2. In the past, such a scaling of the in-
teraction parameters has been applied to other systems
successfully. As for the on-site matrix elements (or self-
energies of the tip orbitals), E;, =&/„~Hz. +s~P„
they are shifted to coincide with the Fermi level of the
extended tip, which is biased relative to the monolayer.
This way, the features of the macroscopic tip are incor-
porated into our model, simulating the tip by a single
atom.
states localized at this orifice can be considered as the
constriction states leading to the quantum conductance.
Therefore the character of the conductance in this regime
undergoes a dramatic change. The point-contact regime
itself has many interesting features' ' such as the one-
dimensional conductivity, but it is beyond the scope of
the present study.
For 2.0 ~ d + 3.5 A the interaction energy is not strong
enough to form a chemical bond, but is significant to lead
to the intermixing of the tip atom and monolayer states.
Owing to the supercell used in the calculations, the K
point of the graphite BZ is folded into the I point of the
supercell BZ. The band structures of the tip-graphite
monolayer system are shown in Fig. 1 for d ranging from
2 to 2.75 A. It is clear that the tip and sample states hy-
bridize if ~E, E„~—is small and the matrix element
& g„~HT+s ~g, & is large. For the model described in Sec.
II these two conditions are satisfied around the center of
the (3 X3) BZ (I point). At this point, we observe that
the states TS, and TS2 approach the Fermi level as d in-
creases. The analysis of the wave functions of these states
reveals that they have more weight in the vicinity of the
tip, and have weak bonding and weak antibonding char-
acters, respectively. Therefore, the states (TS, and TS2
near I point) are identified as TILS, and the range of d,
for which TILS are active, is called the TILS regime of
STM. In Fig. 2, the energy of the band, TS2 at the I
point is shown as a function of d. It is clear that the
III. TIP-INDUCED LOCALIZED STATES
The electronic energy structure is calculated for the
system consisting of the graphite monolayer and the tip
atom located above various places of the surface (T site,
H site, and bridge site) with varying d. The bias voltage
between the tip and the monolayer is taken to be
infinitesimal. Depending upon the value of d, we can
identify three different regimes (i.e., the point contact,
TILS, and nearly independent electrode or normal tun-
neling regimes) which intermix in a wide range of the
border value of d.
The interaction energy &P„~~HT+z~P, & decays ex-
ponentially with the increasing tip-sample distance, and
is negligible for the tip heights d 3.5 A. As a result, the
band structure of the tip-sample system is just the projec-
tion of the tip bands on the band structure of the graphite
monolayer. The tip and sample can be considered in-
dependent, and thus the formalism developed by Tersoff
and Hamann for the tunn'cling current works well. This
regime is called the nearly independent electrode regime.
On the other hand, for d ~ 2.0 A, a strong chemical bond
forms between the tip and sample atoms. In compliance
with the results of the self-consistent field calculations, '
this small d region is identified as the chemical bond (or
point-contact) regime, in which the tip and sample are










FIG. 1. Band structure for the tip located at the on-top posi-
tion: For tip heights (a) 2.0 A, (b) 2.25 A, (c) 2.50 A, and (d)
2.75 A. The labeling is explained in the text. The graphite BZ
and the 3 X 3 folding is shown in the lower left corner and the ir-
reducible part of the supercell BZ is shown in the lower right
corner.










FIG. 2. Energy of TS2 at the center of BZ (I ) as a function
of the tip-surface distance d. The tip is at the on-top position.
where the orbitals of the alternating sites of the hexagons
in the graphite slab (either only A or only B sites) are in-
diff'erence between the TILS energy and the Fermi level
of the monolayer is an exponentially decaying function of
d. The decay exponent is found to be 0.83 A which is
very close to the value of p used for scaling of the ETB
parameters, confirming that the interaction is strongly lo-
calized in the vicinity of the tip atom.
The formation of TILS is more than a weak perturba-
tion, and involves the mixing of the sample and tip states.
Because of the potential barrier (which is lower than the
vacuum level, but is still above the Fermi level) TILS
have usually more weight either on the tip atom, or on
the sample side, when their energies are close to the Fer-
mi level. However, the TILS located far above the Fermi
level may have significant weight across the barrier. If
the tip-sample interaction gets stronger and the potential
barrier is collapsed by a local orifice, certain TILS dip in
the Fermi level and become strongly localized. This cor-
responds to the transformation of TILS into the constric-
tion states, and thus to the transition from the TILS re-
gime to the point-contact regime. Another important
point we would like to emphasize is that TILS become
resonance states when their energies lie in the band con-
tinua of the sample or the tip. This is the situation one
encounters at the graphite sample. However, TILS are
expected to be more localized, and to lead to more
dramatic effects for a semiconductor sample.
In addition to the TILS, states (labeled as S„T&,and
Sz ) which are dominated by one type of the electrode (tip
or sample) are also visible in the energy bands shown in
Fig. 1. At the center of the supercell BZ, three of the
states at the Fermi level originate from the sample states
only. In the absence of the tip, at the Fermi level, ~ and
states are degenerate and four linearly independent




eluded in the summation and kz is the wave vector corre-
sponding to one of the E points of graphite BZ. (It can
be shown that only four of these six functions are linearly
independent. ) Upon the inclusion of the tip at the B
site, three linear combinations of these states (two 3-site
states and the antisymmetric combination of the B-site
states) are found such that they do not interact with the
tip. The fourth linear combination (the symmetric com-
bination of the B-site states) interacts with the tip orbitals
and forms the TILS. This combination has the maximum
amplitude on the atom just below the tip (i.e., for the on-
top position of the tip), and the amplitude decreases away
from this site. This shows that the tip-induced states are
localized.
For the tip atom located at the 0 site the degeneracy
of the m and m.* states do not split. This is a direct conse-
quence of the symmetry of the model used to simulate the
tip-sample system. The effect of the tip at the H site
seems to be small for the carbon atom representing the
tip. The tip atom located at the bridge site yields the
effect similar to that at the B site. However, the strength
of the interaction energy is smaller owing to the larger in-
ternuclear separation. In the present study, the effect of
the tip on the electronic structure of the sample has been
discussed only for the states near the I point of the su-
percell BZ, which are more likely to interact. However,
important interaction may occur in the other regions of
the BZ (for example, near the M point) depending upon
the character of the tip atom and the value of d as well.
IV. THE TUNNELING CURRENT
IN THE PRESENCE OF TILS
In the theory of STM developed by Tersoff and
Hamann, the tip-sample interactions were disregarded,
and thus the bare (unperturbed) sample and bare tip
states were used. Consequently, the application of this
theory is restricted to large d, which we identify as the
normal tunneling regime. As revealed by the analysis
presented in the preceding section, however, the atomic
scale interactions become dominant leading to significant
perturbations of some sample and tip states. We show
that TILS form as a result of the tip-sample interaction.
Therefore one expects that the tunneling current deviates
from that predicted by the Tersoff-Hamann theory. In
the past the formulation of the tunneling phenomenon
between the interacting electrodes has been the major
effort. The application of the existing, more rigorous
theories, which go beyond the transfer Hamiltonian ap-
proach (THA) to treat the interacting electrodes, are hin-
dered by the boundary conditions. Here we develop a
formalism for the tunneling between the interacting tip
and sample by extending the THA to incorporate the
effects of TILS. We start with the THA, because we note
that in a real STM the tip creates a local perturbation on
a large sample surface. Accordingly, TILS, which appear
as localized in the vicinity of the tip, contribute to the
tunneling current by modifying the local density of states
at the Fermi level.
In view of the above arguments, the time-dependent
wave function describing the tunneling event can be writ-
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ten as
tII(r, t) =a„(t)e '" lit„+ g b, (t)e
—iEIiLS t /+ g bTILs(t)e PTILs
TILS
(4.1)
LI It TILs( r ) +TILs PTILs( ) +R TILs (4.2)
RTILs denoting the local environment of the tip atom,
used in Sec. II. It is clear that 11TILs can be written as a
linear combination of {tttt, I and {ttr, I, which already
form an overcomplete basis set. However, to investigate
the eff'ects of the atomic scale interactions on tunneling,
we write them explicitly as the third term in Eq. (4.1).
This form is also consistent with the original THA, where
different tip or sample states, being orthogonal, are treat-
ed independently in the current calculation, but overlap-
ping tip and sample states are coupled to each other by a
transfer Hamiltonian. In our study the states denoted as
TILS are good solutions of the Schrodinger equation [Eq.
(4.2)] in a region different from the tip and sample regions
(R„and R„respectively) so they are not orthogonal to
the existent basis {f„ I U I g, I.
Here, the wave functions li„and lit, are the eigenstates of
the bare tip and bare sample Hamiltonians, respectively.
The states strongly localized around the tip are treated as
TILS. However, the dividing line is not sharp for weakly
perturbed states (e.g. , bands originated from the tip 2p
and 2p orbitals in Sec. II) and these are grouped under
{ttt„ I and {ttt, I . Nevertheless, including these into
{QTILsI will not effect the essential results. The extension
to the Bardeen formalism is the inclusion of TILS, which
satisfies
In Eq. (4.1), the initial conditions such as
a„„(—~ ) = 1, b, ( —oo ) =0 are imposed in order that the
wave function %(r, t) to represent a transition from the
state ll„ to the sample state lij, . Hence, the tunneling
probability into the state 11', is p„p, = ~b, ( ~ )~ . To un-
derstand the roles of strongly perturbed states both occu-
pied and unoccupied TILS (e.g., TSI and TS~ discussed
earlier, respectively) are considered. An important point
to emphasize at this stage is that the periodically repeat-
ing tip-sample system, and the tip represented by a single
atom are the only approximations involved in determin-
ing TILS. For a very large supercell with a single tip
atom, TILS appear as resonances around Ez"-z and E~z
1 2
in the density of states. It should be noted that such
bands may occur not only along I K, but also in the other
regions of the BZ. In fact, self-consistent field pseudopo-
tential calculations on the Al-tip and graphite sample
have revealed that at certain tip-sample distance TILS
near the M point of the graphite BZ can have even more
dramatic effects. We next include the effects of the
transfer Hamiltonian by using the time-dependent pertur-
bation theory. The Schrodinger equation describing this
tunneling event is
(4.3)
In this equation and in Eq. (4.2), H is the total Hamiltoni-
an consisting of interacting electrode contributions and a
transfer Hamiltonian responsible for tunneling. Thus, it
differs from the local interaction Hamiltonian Hz-+& used
in Sec. II. Inserting the wave function given by Eq. (4.1)
in Eq. (4.3) one gets
ti — ti gati X s — s Ws X TILS (— TILS )1 TILS
S TILS
—iE„ /A' ~ —iE t/A ~ —iE~iLS t /'IlI'Itat;pe ttrt;p+ y i'fib, e y, +
S TILS
(4 4)
Using a first-order time-dependent perturbation approach, one sets a„. (t)=1, a„. (t)=0, and b, (t)=0. Also for
unoccupied (occupied) TILS bTILs(t) =0 [bTILs(t) = 1 and bTILs(t) =0]. Therefrom one obtains
—iEtj t/ TILS' ~ —iE t/fi . ~ —iE~(Lst/A
tip Wtip+ 2 e (H +TILs' )WTILs' 2 ~bs 4s + 2 t~bTILs tt TILs
TILS' S TILS
(4.5)
It is apparent that the occupied TILS are behaving like tip states (from which tunneling occurs), and the unoccupied
ones are coupled to the sample states (into which tunneling occurs). We will find out below that this resemblance is
iE t/fi IE t /fi
manifested in the current expression as well. Multiplying Eq. (4.5) from left by e ' ttt, (or by e ' QTILs in the
case of unoccupied TILS) and integrating over the whole space, two sets of equations are found:
Occ
e
' "p ' f d r ps*(H —Etip)t)'j„p+ g e ' ' fd" o.*(H ETILS') PTILS-
TILS'
unocc
TILs s f d3& yey
=iItbTILS +i@'g b, e ' "" f d'l.
=iamb, +i%' g bTII.se
TILS—&(E —E )t/fg p p.
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where S is (NTILS XN, ); b„M, „.p and Ms-TILS'
MTILS-t p d MTILS-TILS'
(1 XNTILS ) matrices. Their elements are defined as





X Jd'r PERILS(H —E«p)Lip
I' ( ETILS E )t jAI -TII S'=e




«PTILS(H +TILS' WTILS' .3 (4.8e)
In Eq. (4.8) the subscripts corresponding to the specific
elements of the matrices in Eq. (4.7) are suppressed.
The square matrix on the left-hand side of Eq. (4.7) can
be inverted to find b, and bTILs. Then the tunneling
current can be found by adding all the average transition
rates for each tip state, and integrating this quantity over
the Fermi surface of the tip. The resulting expression is
complicated and requires a detailed account of the elec-
tronic structure. Further in this section we will present a
simplified form of it to show the qualitative trends. Be-
fore doing this we would like to comment on some impor-
tant points.
(i) For a finite bias, it is not possible to have TILS be-
tween the Fermi energies of the two electrodes since oth-
erwise there would be a continuous Aow of electrons be-
tween the electrodes. However, such a situation may
arise in the point-contact regime, in which the current
between the two electrodes has a nontunneling character,
and requires a treatment beyond THA. In the rest of this
section we disregard this situation by neglecting the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.7).
(ii) Equation (4.7) manifests two different effects of
empty TILS on tunneling. First, the nonorthogonality of
sample and TILS states changes the current via the inver-
sions of the left-hand side coefficient matrix in Eq. (4.7).
In addition to this, the interaction of TILS and tip states
is also present in the final expression, denoted by
tip These contributions disappear when S~0,
which indicates the independent electrode regime. For
this case the unoccupied TILS are not localized states in
the vicinity of the tip, but are unperturbed tip states.
Another possibility is to have some elements of S equal to
~ 1 1
b, = .
I& (1—NS ) (Ms-ti S MTILS-tip )
(4.9)
where S is the overlap matrix element for the TILS at I
point, and clearly MTILS„p is the same for all points in
the BZ. Defining s, ms tip and ITILS tip as the time-
independent factors of the quantities defined in Eq. (4.8),
the tunneling probability from the tip state g„. into the
sample state g, is found by the integration with respect
to time
unity, which leads to a zero determinant for the
coefficient matrix. For this case TILS are unperturbed
sample states. Therefore, the caution has to be exercised
in counting the sample states. Upon inversion of the
left-hand side matrix and integration over time, the
time-dependent exponents in Eq. (4.8) will combine to
give Dirac 6 functions of energy differences. —i (Eti —ETILS )(iii) Inverting Eq. (4.7) one gets bTI„S ~e
and the time integration leads to p t p= lbTIIs( ~ ) l ~ &(&tip ETIr.s) =0 since E„.p =Ez
WETILs. Thus the current sinks into the sample states,
but not the TILS. This shows that the energy is con-
served. Nevertheless, being nonorthogonal TILS and the
tip (sample) states interact. The energy conservation is
relaxed for time intervals smaller than
(lETILs EFl/A—)
' and unoccupied TILS act as virtual
states through which electrons can transfer from ihe tip
into the sample.
To demonstrate the effect of TILS on the observed cor-
rugation we will use the results of Sec. II in a simplified
form to calculate the tunneling current for a graphite
sample. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the states related to
the tunneling event are the sample states at the Fermi
level and unoccupied TILS around I denoted as TS2. To
obtain the exact result for the tunneling current, one has
to include all these localized states in the matrices in Eq.
(4.7). Here we will rather use an approximate method to
simplify calculations, and thus to reveal the qualitative
trends. Owing to Bloch normalization of the sample
states [Eq. (2.1)] and the localized nature of TILS and the
tip states, lSl and lM, „.„l are on the order of I/&N, that
is the effect of the individual TILS is negligibly small in
Eq. (4.7). Nevertheless, the tunneling current is enhanced
significantly when all TILS in the whole BZ are con-
cerned. To this end, we will approximate the band la-
beled TS2 by a Oat band at energy E~z with the corre-
2
sponding TILS wave function QTILs(r). This approxima-
tion will lead to an overestimation of the effects of TILS,
since as seen in Fig. 1, the TS2 band approaches to the
unperturbed sample m' band away from I point of the
BZ.
Using the Hat-band approximation and a single sample
state, the square matrix on the left-hand side of Eq. (4.7)
will have a single sample entry and 1V TILS entries. Since
lSl is the same for all points in the BZ, the determinant
of this [(N+1)X(N+1)] matrix is (1—NlSl ). Ap-
parently NlSl is on the order of 1 and thus, the TILS
enhancement is considerable. Carrying out the inversion
and integration over the BZ for the TILS band, one finds
b, as
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g2
m, „, = j dS (g,*V/„„P„pV—Q,*), (4.1 1)
w here the integration surface S& is lying entirely in the
barrier region. For the second one, one has to assume
that the TILS is localized in RTrLs such that ArLs~
outside RT,Ls very quickly. Then one has
~TILS-tip d ~ TILS ~ Etip tip
d r An. s(H E„p)g„—p~Trr.s





d r tf„p(H —ETrLs )ArLS (4.12c)
(ETrLS Etip ) Jrr d ArLsetipTILS
—fi /2m J dS (A*rLsVrt'„p —P,ipVA*rLs) ~
(4.12d)
where the integration surface S, for the second integral
lies in the intersection of R„„and RTILs. Note that Eq.
(4.12c) is obtained by adding to Eq. (4.12b) a term equal
to zero in order to symmetrize the integrand.
If one adds all the possible tunneling events by using
the appropriate statistical distribution function for
infinitesimal bias and takes the zero temperature limit
T~O, the final expression for current becomes
2y tip FE. =E
)fc 12





, , 2 2 lm, t,p ~ mTrLs-i;pl 5(E, p E—, ) .
(4.10)
The prefactor (1—Nlsl ) is the nonorthogonality term
described above. In the s ~0 limit, the expression
reduces to that of Tersoff-Hamann, which is the in-
dependent electrode approximation. In this form it is
possible to make further simplifications. Following
Bardeen's derivation the first matrix element can be
found as
phases of the ms tip and S ITILs tip terms can be deter-
mined by using the relation between the transition-matrix
elements and quantum mechanical current operator.
Since the sample-tip and TILS-tip interactions are of tun-
neling and nontunneling character, respectively, the
transition-matrix elements will be real and pure imagi-
nary, respectively. Thus, the relative phase between these
terms is e ' . Then the resulting expression for total
current is
I=(1—Nlsl') '(ILDos+Nlsl'g c, I'), (4.14)
where G =Ng is a scaling function for the TILS-tip in-
teraction. Since we have used several approximations in
the derivation of Eq. (4.14), it is not worthwhile to find an
exact expression for G. Instead of that, we will use Eq.
(4.12d) to find a scaling argument. It is clear that the first
term contributing to G is proportional to (ET,Ls EF) . —
Upon summation over the Fermi surface of the sample
and tip one gets a factor D, (EF )D, (E~ ), D (EF ) being the
density of states at the Fermi level for the corresponding
electrode. Using the dependence of (ET,Ls E~) on—d
(from Fig. 2) one finds 6 ~ D, (EF )p(ro, EF ) and g ~ lr Dos
for the on-top site position for which the proportionality
constant can be calculated. In turn, this constant is used
for all lateral positions of the tip. This completes the cal-
culation of the tunneling current using the results of ETB
method.
Following the above calculations, the enhancement
effect of the TILS on the tunneling current is shown in
Fig. 3, by varying the lateral position of the tip at d=2
A. The peak near the on-top position and the shoulder
near the hollow-site position are due to the approxima-
tions involved in the calculation of G, and have no physi-
cal significance. It is clear that near the on-top site the
enhancement is as large as a factor of 5 and there is no
enhancement around the hollow site. The enhancement
of the tunneling current is certainly overestimated owing
to the nature of the simplifications in Eq. (4.14). More-
over, since the bare sample states forming TILS are
counted as ArLs, the value of ILDQs becomes smaller
X5(E„p E, ) . —(4.13) 4.5
Introducing some further modifications we can put this
equation in a quantitatively tractable form. According to
Eq. (4.11), m, „;„ is just the matrix element used in
Tersoff-Hamann theory. Therefore, it is related to the
current due to the local density of states, p(ro, EF ). In ad-
dition to this, s can be expressed in terms of the orbital
contribution coeKcients calculated by using ETB method
in Sec. II. An appropriate expression for ITILs „can be
found by analyzing Eq. (4.12d). Since ArLs can be writ-
ten as a linear combination of the tip and sample states,
the defining integral has tip-tip and tip-sample contribu-
tions. The tip-sample part is exponentially small, ,
whereas the tip-tip contribution is of major interest.
Thus, ITILs tip is approximately proportional to c„ the











FIG. 3. Tunneling current I along (a} the line connecting
bridge site to the on-top site and (b} along the line connecting
the on-top site to the hollow site. The tip height is taken to be
2.0 A. Labels: TILS, this work; IEA, independent electrode ap-
proximation.
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than that calculated in the independent electrode approx-
imation. In spite of all these the present result provides
evidence that the tunneling current is enhanced due to
the tip-sample interaction. For example, as the tip is
scanned from the H site to the T site the tunneling
current increases not only due to the increasing p(r~, E+)
but also due to the presence of TILS. Neglecting the
pathological singularities of the graphite monolayer lead-
ing to an infinite corrugation, this implies an additional
corrugation (=3 A) over that of p(r&, E&). Clearly, at
small d (small V) the corrugation is amplified by TILS,
but it is still smaller than the observed huge corrugation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we showed that the tip-sample interaction
in the small tip-sample distance is significant. Qwing to
this interaction the electron states of the bare sample and
bare tip may be disturbed strongly leading to the local-
ized states in the vicinity of the tip. The expression of the
tunneling current is reformulated to include the tip in-
duced localized states. A qualitative analysis of this ex-
pression indicates that the tunneling current is affected in
the presence of these tip-induced states. The STM im-
ages, which under conventional circumstances are related
to the local density of states at the Fermi level of the
clean surface are distorted. Therefore, the experimental
results of STM cannot directly reproduce neither the to-
pographical nor the electronic structure of the bare sur-
face. The atomic-scale structure of the tip and surface
become important in order to make an analysis of the
problem.
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